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Instructor

Dr. Sherry Manison, D.Min.
Email: sherrym@southern.edu
Phone: 269-487-7074 (email first)
Hours: Any time by email or text; talk via phone by appointment

Online Meeting Room: Class meetings are held on Mondays at 11:00 a.m. ET at:

https://southern.zoom.us/s/988286896

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Needing additional assistance?  Feel free to reach out to the following people:

Online Campus and Academic Support

Polina Kadatska
Online Campus Director
kadatskap@southern.edu
423.236.2083

Deanna Walker
SOC Academic Advisor/Support
online@southern.edu
423.236.2087

https://southern.zoom.us/s/988286896
mailto:kadatskap@southern.edu
mailto:online@southern.edu


Greg Merchant
SOC eClass Support Supervisor
eclasshelp@southern.edu
423.236.2086

Frantz Philossaint
Online Coach | Teaching Assistant
frantzphilossaint@southern.edu
678-632-4178

Jessica Spears
Embedded Librarian
jspears@southern.edu
423.236.2000

Sonja Fordham
Director of Writing Center, McKee Library
sfordham@southern.edu
423.236.2384

System Requirements

eClass requires industry-standard PC hardware components. Please ensure your system meets or exceeds the

recommended baseline system recommendations. Contact us if you have any additional questions or specific

needs.

Consult this link for system requirements (scroll down the page):
https://www.southern.edu/academics/academic-sites/online-campus/successful.html

* If you are experiencing problems in the browser you are using, try using one of the other browsers from the list.

** For online only courses you need to have dedicated access to an internet connection. Access via a library or

public internet will not be sufficient.

** If you are hosting an Adobe Connect session or screen sharing during a session, please use Mozilla Firefox or

Internet Explorer. Currently Adobe Connect in Chrome does not allow screen sharing.

Some courses may have specific requirements beyond the baseline provided above. Any specific requirements

should be listed in the course syllabus. Please contact us if you have any questions regarding needs in your

course.

COURSE PARAMETERS

Course Description
A foundational course in moral decision-making in the fields of bio-ethics, social ethics, and personal

ethics. The objective is to discover timeless norms by which to make basic ethical decisions across the

personal or professional spectrum. These norms are then applied to issues relevant to the student. Limited

to students required to take Ethics for their program or students with Junior/Senior class standing.

mailto:eclasshelp@southern.edu
mailto:frantzphilossaint@southern.edu
mailto:jspears@southern.edu
mailto:sfordham@southern.edu
https://www.southern.edu/academics/academic-sites/online-campus/successful.html


Textbooks

A. Required: The Bible - any translation (no paraphrases)

a. A paraphrase is a Bible often written by one person, and is their idea of what the Bible says

instead of being what the Bible may actually say.  “The Clear Word,” “The Message” and “the

Living Bible” are paraphrases.  A paraphrase is useful in personal devotions, but not for studying.

b. A translation is a Bible translated directly from the original Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek.  It is the

work of a.committee of scholars who together grapple with individual words to produce the best

equivalency of the original language.

c. Some good translations include: KJV, NKJV, NASB, ESV, etc.

B. Required:

Rae, Scott B. Moral Choices: An Introduction to Ethics (4th ed.).  Grand Rapids, MI:  Zondervan, 2018. Be

sure you get the 4th edition.

Beckwith, Francis J., and Gregory Koukl. Relativism. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1998.

Kainer, Gordon. Faith, Hope and Clarity: A Look at Situation Ethics a Biblical Ethics. Reprinted with
author's permission by Stephen Bauer, Collegedale, TN: College Press, 1996.  Originally
published: Boise, ID: Pacific Press, 1977.

Note:  We will only use several chapters from Kainer, and four chapters from Beckwith and
Koukl.  You may want to borrow from a library, or share these books.  You can also try checking
Kindle or a reading app.  See here for Kainer’s book.

Learning Outcomes

In this class you will:

A. Discover biblical principles for living in today’s society.

B. Articulate biblical principles for selected contemporary issues.

C. Apply biblically moral thinking and decision-making to life situations and issues.

D. Identify the main aspects of some of the major systems of ethics.

E. Recognize the major systems of ethics in life situations, and effectively evaluate them from a

biblical-Christian perspective.

F. Demonstrate skills for forming a moral argument.

http://gordonkainer.com/faith-hope-and-clarity/


Online Learning & Methods

Your timely participation in this class is vitally important to the learning process.  Access your course several

times weekly.  Complete all reading assignments, and view all lectures.  Actively participate in all required

discussions, assignments, and assessments.   Credit will be given based on the quality, timing, and consistency

of each student’s work.  Carefully read the course schedule that concludes this syllabus.

Course assignments are to be submitted electronically to the course site, unless specifically indicated otherwise.

You may work ahead.  All assignments are due on or before the dates specified in the course schedule.  It is

your responsibility to plan ahead and deliver a professional product in a timely manner.  Other arrangements

must be made with the course instructor in advance.  If you do experience atypical circumstances that impede

your progress, please contact the instructor immediately.

Instructor Availability: The instructor will monitor and run the class five-six days a week, from Sunday through

Friday.  She will check in daily pending other responsibilities. For class questions, the Class Question forum is

the best place to ask.  For personal questions, email is the best way to make contact with your teacher. Please

allow up to 48 hours for instructor response, (although usually it’s much sooner), and up to a week for

assignments to be graded (possibly more for the topic papers).

UNIVERSITY POLICIES

“Information on important policies and procedures, such as, but not limited to, disabilities and accommodations,

academic honesty, and student authentication, can be found in the link provided at the end of this paragraph. The

document also provides valuable information regarding instructional strategies/methodologies and how to access eClass,

technology support, learning methods, resources available in eClass, etc. To access the document, click here. Be aware

that you will be accountable for the provided information.”

COURSE POLICIES
A. Disclaimer: The instructor reserves the right to alter and adjust the syllabus, course content, grading, and

course calendar as may be required to assure attainment of course objectives, though very little of this is

expected.

B. Calendar/Clock Synchronization:

--All due dates or times are based on Collegedale, TN.  Collegedale is on Eastern Daylight Time during

the summer (not Eastern Standard Time).

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pEBbTrF5UsoJypdixdaMwEKfer37SA3ExlJQYinpJPk/edit


-Students in other time zones need to make note of the time difference (i.e. Alabama clocks are 1 hour

earlier than Collegedale; California is 3 hours earlier, etc.).

-Students west of the international dateline may need to make adjustments for day and time.

See http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/ and

http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html for help calculating international time

conversions.  Example: In Manila, Philippines, Tuesday, 09:30 (9:30 AM) is Monday, 21:30 (9:30 PM) in

Collegedale.

C. Electronic Documents: Our standard software will be Microsoft Office (Word, PowerPoint, etc.). All

papers should be submitted in MS Word format. Students without this software may get it through SAU at

a discount. Check https://southern.onthehub.com. Please avoid PDF documents, as they do not allow the

teacher to make comments easily and she sometimes cannot open them.

D. Sabbath Policy Southern Adventist University, including Online Campus, share the belief in honoring the

seventh-day Sabbath as a day of rest, worship, and freedom from academic pursuits. The Sabbath, as it

is celebrated on the SAU campus, begins at sundown on Friday and ends at sundown on Saturday each

week.

Southern’s Online Campus respects the personal beliefs of each student enrolled in online courses, and

the freedom to make personal choices about when and how to worship. Please know, however, that your

faculty honor the Sabbath and will not be responding to student emails and concerns during this time.

E. Late Assignment Policy:

--Students will be given a 0 for any work not turned in.  If a student is allowed to do late work, they may

only receive half credit for that assignment.

--Forum Discussions are dependent on the participation of the whole group.  Therefore, deadlines will

be strictly enforced.  Deadlines may fluctuate from week to week, depending on the particular

assignment.  Be sure to check the syllabus and/or eClass for the deadline of a particular initial

assignment-post, and its responses.  You may work ahead and post early.

--Students who fail to meet the initial post deadline will lose points up to a total of half of the initial post.

This is a group activity, therefore, there are no exceptions to the deadline.

--Discussions are relatively synchronous.  Part of the grade reflects this.  Anyone writing all their

responses the day of the deadline will lose points, as the possibility of discussion with your group

decreases.  This holds true even for those with emergencies.  Actual discussion is needed.

--Other Assignments will lose late points up to a half off of the assignment.

http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/
http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html
https://southern.onthehub.com/WebStore/ProductsByMajorVersionList.aspx?cmi_cs=1&cmi_mnuMain=df783b53-081b-de11-9c12-0030485a8df0


--Quizzes over textbook chapters will remain open for the duration of the class.  Other quizzes will close

at specified times, after which they will not be available.  Check eClass for each quiz.

--Please Note: You are expected to keep up with your grades weekly. Any questions about a class

activity grade (assignment, quiz, etc.) needs to be asked within a week after items are graded.

ASSIGNMENT DESCRIPTIONS (Schedule below):

1. Introductory Activities
a. Syllabus Quiz: This will cover this syllabus, and English rules for writing.  Log in to take the quiz

on eClass.
b. Get-Acquainted Discussion: This initial discussion is for the purpose of introducing yourself to

the class and to the instructor.
c. Note:  The syllabus quiz and the Get-Acquainted discussion must be completed before Week

2 and beyond will open for you.
2. Assignments -- 10% of your grade: Assignments will be the non-presentation assignments.  Most will be

dropped into a dropbox in eClass, but a few may be used for the weekly discussion.  Directions for each

assignment will be in eClass.

3. Discussions -- 20% of your grade: Discussions are a major part of an online class.  This is how you

reflect on, and process together what you are learning.  Some discussions will ask you to answer

questions or upload a short assignment for others to comment on.  Some discussions will ask you to

upload your presentations for peer comments. Presentations will be graded separately, but the

ensuing discussion will be part of your discussion grade.  A discussion marking guide is provided below.

4. Individual Presentations -- 25% of your grade: You will be asked to choose 3 chapters from the

textbook to present to your group, following a template for writing.  Creativity is encouraged (video

recording, charts, graphs, pictures, etc.) as long as you cover all the template elements.   (you will have to

write most of the project).  You will submit your presentation into the discussion in the form of a paper

(about 3 pages).  A marking guide is provided below.

5. Final Project -- 15% of your grade: Choose a final project from the choices below.  Tailor this assignment

in a way that will be beneficial to you.  The object of this project is for you to think about your personal or

professional life, and develop something that you can use.  This may include thinking through, or

researching a topic of interest.  Each project should be at least two and a half pages long, and should be

your original work.  Follow the guidelines for this project.  Here are some suggestions:

a. Especially for teachers:  Three lesson plans on an aspect of ethics, or a detailed unit outline.  Tell

the grade you are working with, and describe activities, what you will say, etc.  You may use

suggestions from online, but make this your own creation.  No plagiarism!



b. Current or anticipated ethical issues in the workplace.  Describe the issue, your stand, the

reasons and rationale for your stand, including your biblical base, and tell how you plan to

approach the issue.  This often appeals to nurses.

c. Two or three worship talks on the topic of ethics.

d. You may also write another individual presentation on a topic you haven’t yet written on, but be

sure to tell how this will benefit you.

e. This is geared to your benefit, so if you have something else in mind that would be more

meaningful for you, then go for it!

6. Live Classes -- 10% of your grade: Live classes are where teacher and students can communicate in

real time.  In this class live classes may also be used for students or groups to present their papers, or

simply discuss.  These live sessions are required, but in an online class it is understood that not everyone

is able to attend.  Therefore, they will be recorded for viewing later.  For full credit students will write: A)

A paragraph to give a synopsis of the class -- give enough details that your teacher can see you were

there, and B) A paragraph that tells your reaction to what was discussed in the class. If you missed the

live class, also answer any questions asked during the class.

7. Quizzes -- 20% of your grade: The textbook contains 12 chapters on various issues.  There are quizzes

over each chapter.  You may choose any 5 chapters to be quizzed on.  In addition, you will take a 5-point

quiz on most of the lectures, and an initial quiz on terminology.  All textbook quizzes over issues will be

open for the duration of the class, although it is strongly suggested that you begin taking them early.

Other quizzes will have deadlines.

8. In-Class Evaluation: Near the end of class you will be asked to evaluate the class components, as well

as your spiritual, intellectual, and moral growth during this class journey.

*For any discussion, assignment, or presentation, the instructor may take one point off per consistent

writing error (spelling, grammar, capitalization, paragraphs, etc.).

The Class Flow: All lectures, reading, assignments, presentations, and quizzes may be completed before the

week they are assigned (you may work ahead).  Some things you must do in order, and to facilitate that, you will

be blocked from moving on until the previous requirement is met.  In this case you will see a “Restricted: Not

available unless . . . “ tag on an eClass item.

GRADING CRITERIA & WEIGHTING
--Grades and a record of your scores for assignments and quizzes will be posted in the online classroom.

Be sure you know where to find this.

--A Marking Guide is supplied for discussions and presentations.



--Grades will be weighted by category, as outlined below:

Weight of

Total Grade

Percentages

Assignments 10% 93 -100 = A 73 -76 = C

Discussions 20% 90 -92 = A- 70 -72 = C-

Individual Presentations 25% 87 -89 = B+ 67 - 69 = D+

Final Project 15% 83 -86 = B 63 - 66 = D

Live Classes 10% 80 -82 = B- 60 - 62 = D-

Quizzes 15% 77 -79 = C+ 59 - 0  = F

Miscellaneous 5%

Total 100%

DIRECTIONS AND MARKING GUIDE FOR DISCUSSIONS

Directions for Discussions

Discussions are the place where you will interact with each other.  You will be divided into small groups so that in
a more intimate setting you can help each other think through issues and hopefully feel comfortable respectfully
challenging each other.  During some discussions you will answer questions in the forum by reflecting on the
week’s content, and posting your initial post in the discussion by Thursday night.  Then you will discuss it with
your small group for further understanding.



Post your initial post into one thread (Thread A).  Respond substantially (over 50 words)  to at least one initial
post in each of the other threads (Threads B, C, and possibly D).  This will ensure that you are involved in every
thread.  Then keep posting for a total of no less than four substantial responses.  I suggest you type out your
initial post on a word processor so you can edit it for English writing rules before posting in the forum.
Responses are expected to be more spontaneous.

Note:  You will need to view the lectures and read the assigned reading during the early part of the week in
order to complete them in time to write your initial post by Thursday night.  Sometimes you will simply
upload your topic paper as your initial post.

Discussion Responses:

For typical discussions, discussion threads have already been created. Write your initial post in one of them
(Thread A), then read at least one initial post in each of the other threads (Threads B, C, and possibly D), and
respond substantially (over 50 words) to each.  This is so that you will be involved in all threads.  In your
substantial responses you will be expected to give your own reaction to the thread’s question, or to the initial
post someone else has written.

Your responses to what others write should advance the discussion.  Simply saying “I agree,” or “Great post!”
does not keep the discussion going.  Here are some suggestions for how to respond:

1. Express your opinion or observation, and support it by your study (quote, using quotation marks, from
class material to support your post, and include page numbers or video number as referencing).

2. Make connections between the current discussion and
1. A life experience
2. Spiritual insights you see in the discussion
3. Concepts gained from your own study
4. Another student’s post or comment
5. Reputable sources (Bible dictionary, commentary, respected Christian author)

3. Ask for clarification of another student’s statement (discuss what you think you are understanding and
why you need clarification)

4. Respond substantially to a post, then pose a question or thought that will further the group’s
understanding and continue the discussion

5. Agree or disagree with a post, and explain why; support your statement with concepts from class
learning or related example or experience.  A mere “I agree” is not a post.

6. Stay with the topic at hand, but you may bring in related thoughts and material from your own reading or
from life.

7. Build on others’ responses, discussing their ideas
8. Include your prior knowledge when it serves a purpose (personal work experience, personal prior

coursework, reading, etc.



Marking Guide for Discussions

Initial Post on Content (10 points)
1. Answer all questions in the discussion question (if it’s a typical discussion, not a presentation)
2. Meet the deadline

a. A point off for each day late up to -3 points
3. Use in-text references when needed or useful

a. A point off for lack of referencing where obviously needed
i. This is subjective: better reference and be safe!

4. Follow English rules, including separation of paragraphs
a. Usually a point off per consistent mistake, including too-long paragraphs

Presentation Discussions
1. Your presentations will be uploaded into the discussion, but you will receive a grade separately for this

presentation.  Thus, you will only receive discussion points for responses in these discussions.

Responses (10 points)
1. A substantial response (over 50 words) in each thread in the discussion

a. Give your viewpoint while responding to someone else’s post
b. Loss of points for inadequate responses depend on number of threads

2. Follow English rules.  Although more grace will be given for responses, as they are spontaneous, you
should still be aware of the English rules.  We must be able to easily read your responses!

a. A point will be taken off per consistent mistake, especially in initial posts

Marking Guide for Presentations

Within a textbook chapter, choose one sub-topic for your paper.  Your presentations will follow a certain format.
100 points are possible.  Separate your sections.

1. Description of the Issue
a. 10 points

2. Views of the Issue
a. Society’s Views

i. 15 points
b. The Biblical View (including the textbook)

i. 20 points
3. Your View

a. Your approach and the standards you are using
i. 10 points

b. Argue Your Case
i. 30 points

4. Conclusion



a. 10 points
5. Bibliography

a. 5 points
6. Points will also be deducted for formatting issues.  Follow the formatting guide exactly.

You will not be graded for the stand that you take on an issue.  Your grade will come from evidence that you
have thought through the issue or situation.  It will also come from the writing.  Follow the directions in the guide
exactly, write every section, and explain yourself clearly.  Stay on track with the writing guide, clearly articulate
your position, use good English, and you will be given full points.  Your paper is expected to be at least 3 pages
(not 2 ¾ pages), and not over five.  If your teacher sees that you need writing help, your paper will not be graded
until you work with someone at the writing center.

For these projects, 3 points will be taken off per day late, up to 15 points.  As specified above, a point will be
deducted for each consistent English writing issue.  Points will also be taken off for lack of clarity, and for not
following the writing guide exactly.

For your written project, use 0.75” margins top, bottom, and sides.  Use 11 pt Calibri font (the default font for
Word).  Follow the heading and spacing as shown here.

Note:  Word automatically places 8 pt after each paragraph, making your spacing “off.”  Before you begin
writing your paper, go to “Layout,” look at “Paragraph,” and make sure both spacings are set to 0.

Name
Date
Topic A:  Abortion (Or whatever topic you’re working on)

(hit enter 3 times before beginning your paper)

Describe the issue or situation you will be discussing.
(Once you finish, hit enter 3 times.)

Section 1:  Others’ Views
(hit enter 2 times before beginning – double-space)

Now give society’s views . . . Double space between each paragraph.

Now give another view of society

And perhaps another one
(hit enter 3 times before this next section)

Section 2:  God’s Views
(hit enter 2 times before beginning)

Now tell one thing God “believes” . . . Double space between each paragraph.



Tell something else God believes or holds dear

And perhaps something else
(hit enter 3 times before this next section)

Section 3:  My View
(hit enter 2 times before beginning)

Now tell your view, using a paragraph for each point, and argue your case.
(Double space between each paragraph.)

(hit enter 3 times before this next section)
Conclusion (double space after this)

Your conclusion

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Bibliography (separate page, either page 4 or 5)
(hit enter 2 times before beginning)

Begin bibliography

NAMES ON DOCUMENTS

Make sure your name is on every document you drop into a dropbox.  Your professor opens all documents at
the same time, so your name must be there for you to receive a grade.  This is not necessary for quizzes or
discussions, as moodle supplies your name with each answer or post.

ENGLISH WRITING RULES

This class will involve a bit of writing, as you think through ethical issues.  Even in a face-to-face class a teacher
must decipher a student’s thoughts by reading what they write.  This is also true online.  For this reason,
everyone needs to be on the same page with writing.  The following are some English rules that you will need to
use for this class.  Your instructor may add to this list during the class as necessary.  If your instructor sees that
you need writing help, you will be sent to the writing center to work on your assignments and presentations
before you turn them in.

If you don’t understand an item, please click on the links for more information.

1. Paragraphs -- https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/606/01/

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/606/01/


a. Use no more than one main point per paragraph
b. Support that main point with facts, examples, testimony, etc.
c. For this class, keep your paragraphs SHORT

2. Clarity -- always say exactly what you mean and do it with simplicity
3. Use Capital Letters https://www.grammarbook.com/punctuation/capital.asp

a. At the beginning of each sentence
b. For the word “God” when referring to our Creator God
c. For all titles referring to God -- i.e. Creator, Lord, Savior, etc.
d. Although this is debated, I prefer that all pronouns referring to God be capitalized -- “He,” “Him,”

“His”
e. For all holy books, i.e. Bible, Scripture, Koran, etc.
f. For all proper nouns, but not common nouns (i.e. “President Lincoln,” but not ”the president.”
g. In a quotation when the quote contains a whole sentence
h. For the pronoun “I”
i. Adjectives and nouns referring to ideas, documents, etc., of political parties, or other groups:

https://www.btb.termiumplus.gc.ca/tpv2guides/guides/wrtps/index-eng.html?lang=eng&lettr=indx
_catlog_c&page=92qEvn94HDfI.html

j. “ Capitalize references to the U.S. Constitution, with or without the "U.S." Place "constitutional" in
lowercase. Declaration of Independence, Bill of Rights, First Amendment, and other legislation
and treaties are capitalized.” http://writing2.richmond.edu/writing/wweb/capital.html

4. Punctuation
a. Every sentence ends with end punctuation (period, question or exclamation mark, at times maybe

an ellipsis)
b. Commas -- https://www.grammarbook.com/punctuation/commas.asp

i. On both sides of words or phrases that interrupt the middle (or even the beginning or
end)  of the sentence, such as, “however,” “therefore,” “too,” etc.

ii. After every item in a list
1. Squash, lima beans and corn = two dishes without the comma (lima beans and

corn are together)
2. Squash, lima beans, and corn = three dishes WITH the comma

iii. Between two independent clauses unless the sentence is short
iv. Between two phrases if it helps to make the sentence clear
v. Any time a separation can make your thoughts more clear

5. Quotations -- https://www.grammarbook.com/punctuation/quotes.asp
a. When quoting a whole sentence, use a COMMA, SPACE, QUOTATION MARKS at either end

(possibly an end punctuation at the end of the quote), then begin your quote with a capital letter.
b. When the quotation is a continuation of the sentence, there is no comma or capital letter, but use

QUOTATION MARKS to begin and end the quotation.
c. Periods and commas always go inside the quotation marks.
d. If the quoted portion is itself a question or exclamation, the question or exclamation mark goes

INSIDE the quotation marks.
e. If the quoted material is not a question or exclamation in and of itself, place the question or

exclamation mark OUTSIDE the quotation marks.

https://www.grammarbook.com/punctuation/capital.asp
https://www.btb.termiumplus.gc.ca/tpv2guides/guides/wrtps/index-eng.html?lang=eng&lettr=indx_catlog_c&page=92qEvn94HDfI.html
https://www.btb.termiumplus.gc.ca/tpv2guides/guides/wrtps/index-eng.html?lang=eng&lettr=indx_catlog_c&page=92qEvn94HDfI.html
http://writing2.richmond.edu/writing/wweb/capital.html
https://www.grammarbook.com/punctuation/commas.asp
https://www.grammarbook.com/punctuation/quotes.asp


6. Subject/verb Agreement -- https://www.grammarbook.com/grammar/subjectVerbAgree.asp
a. Make sure the subject of your sentence agrees with its verb  (remember diagraming?)

7. Apostrophes -- https://www.grammarbook.com/punctuation/apostro.asp
a. Use an apostrophe in a contraction (can’t, wasn’t, it’s, etc.)
b. Use an apostrophe for a possessive

i. If it’s a singular possessive without an “s,” put “apostrophe s” after the word
ii. If it’s a singular word with an “s,” just put an apostrophe after the “s” (example:  Jesus’

ministry)
c. Plural nouns do not need apostrophes if they are not possessive -- know the difference between

a plural and a plural possessive
d. The word “it” has special rules: “its” is possessive (without the apostrophe), whereas “it’s” is the

contraction from “it is”
8. Know your homonyms and when they are used --

https://www.grammarbook.com/homonyms/confusing-words.asp
a. Their, there, they’re
b. To, too, two
c. Bare, bear
d. Know, no

e. Hear, here, etc.

https://www.grammarbook.com/grammar/subjectVerbAgree.asp
https://www.grammarbook.com/punctuation/apostro.asp
https://www.grammarbook.com/homonyms/confusing-words.asp


WEEKLY SCHEDULE
Summer, 2022

Week Reading Lectures Discussion Assignments

Pre-week
May 31 -
June 5

Get-Acquainted
Discussion

Syllabus Quiz
Choose Topics

Week 1
God & Ethics

June 6-13

Kainer 1-14, 27-38
Rae 11-25, 61-107

Intro & Terminology
God’s Character
Jesus as Law-Giver
The 10 Commandments
Finding Bible Principles
Absolutism

Initial post due
Thursday night

Personal Values
Assignments

Quiz on
terminology

Week 2
Theories
TOPIC A

June 13-20

Rae 27-53 Ethical Theories
Evolutionary Ethics

Moral argument
due Thursday night

Discussion on
moral arguments

Topic A -- Moral
Argument  due 6/16

Chapter Quiz

Week 3
God

Theories
TOPIC B

June 20 - 27

Kainer 15-20
Beckwith 11-39,
61-69
Rae 54-60

Right, Wrong, Sin

Relativism

Egoism

Moral argument
due Thursday night

Discussion on
moral arguments

Topic B -- Moral
Argument  due 6/25

Chapter Quiz

Week 4
God

Theories
Choices
TOPIC C

June 27 -
July 4

Rae 109-125 God’s Word vs Our
Perception

Utilitarianism

Making Ethical Choices

Moral argument
due Thursday night

Discussion on
moral arguments

Topic C -- Moral
Argument  due 7/2

Chapter Quiz

Week 5
Personal
Morality

Sexuality

July 4 - 11

Article #1 -- Practicing Courage
Video #1 -- Moral Courage
Article #2 -- Cowards or Overcomers?

Ethics in Sexuality

Initial posts due
Thursday night

Chapter Quiz



Week 6
Lying

Personal
Morality

July 11-18

Lying to Save Lives (lecture)

Video #2 -- Purpose
Video #3 -- Reasons & Rationalizations

Discussion 1 --
initial post due Tues
night (no response)

Discussion 2 --
Initial Post due
Thursday night

Final Projects due
7/17, 5:00 p.m.

Chapter Quiz

Quotation Quiz

Post-class
Due July 18

Good-Bye
Discussion

Southern evaluation
Class evaluation

Do Course Evaluation ASAP at https://myaccess.southern.edu/apps/courseevaluation

TOPIC A
1. Abortion
2. Reproductive Technologies
3. Euthanasia
4. Sexual Issues

TOPIC B
1. Capital Punishment
2. War, Violence, Morality
3. Violence and Gun Control
4. Race, Gender, and Diversity

TOPIC C
1. Biotechnology, Genetics, Human Cloning
2. Creation Care and Environmental Ethics
3. Ethics and Economics
4. Immigration, Refugees, and Border Control

https://myaccess.southern.edu/apps/courseevaluation

